TP × SCHOENSTAUB

�

Terrazzo Project and Schoenstaub teamed up to create a special
edition of striking side tables and woven carpets that complement
one another. Use them separately or paired up for the full adventure.
The TP × SCHOENSTAUB Edition is available in blue or red colour
shades and multiple sizes.
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TP × SCHOENSTAUB

�

TABLES

NOTICE

Material	Engineered Stone (Marble, quartz
sand and polyester resin) and
Polyurethane (PU) foam

As terrazzo is hand made, it may show slight
variations in grain size, colour, cement mi x and
occasionally small superficial cracks. These variations are inherent to the nature of the material
and should not be seen as defects or quality problems.
Like any other natural stone, terrazzo (engineered
stone) requires basic maintenance and attention to
ensure its longevity and beauty. Use only products
which are stated to be suitable for engineered stone
or natural stone care.

Schoenstaub-Blue
Schoenstaub-Red

Dimensions,	800 x 800 x 360 mm, 66 kg
Wheights
400 x 400 x 540 mm, 21 kg
Custom Sizes
& Colours

Available upon request

Origin

Spain
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TP × SCHOENSTAUB

CARPETS

�

NOTICE

Material

Artificial silk, 1.5 Million dots
per square meter

Colours

TP-Blue
TP-Red

Dimensions,	1500 x 2200 mm, 11 kg
Wheights
1700 x 2400 mm, 13 kg
(Rectangular)
2000 x 3000 mm, 20 kg
Dimensions,
Wheights
(Round)

ø 2400 mm, 15 kg
ø 3500 mm, 32 kg

Custom Sizes
& Colours

Available upon request

Origin

Iran
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As terrazzo is hand made, it may show slight
variations in grain size, colour, cement mi x and
occasionally small superficial cracks. These variations are inherent to the nature of the material
and should not be seen as defects or quality problems.
Like any other natural stone, terrazzo (engineered
stone) requires basic maintenance and attention to
ensure its longevity and beauty. Use only products
which are stated to be suitable for engineered stone
or natural stone care.
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